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Regulation of Motor Neuron Pool Sorting
by Differential Expression of Type II Cadherins
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(Romanes, 1964; Landmesser, 1978a, 1978b; Hollyday,Department of Biochemistry
1980). Motor pools have been linked to three main fea-and Molecular Biophysics
tures of motor organization. First, all neurons within aColumbia University
motor pool project to a single muscle target in the limb701 West 168th Street
(Landmesser, 1978a, 1978b). Second, all receive mono-New York, New York 10032
synaptic input from proprioceptive sensory neurons that2 Neurobiology Program
supply the same muscle target (Frank et al., 1988). Third,The Burnham Institute
neurons within an individual motor pool are electrically10901 N. Torrey Pines Road
coupled (Brenowitz et al., 1983), a feature that is thoughtLa Jolla, California 92037
to coordinate the patterns of firing of functionally related
motor neurons in response to afferent, segmental, and
supraspinal inputs (Chang and Balice-Gordon, 2000).Summary
The segregation of LMC motor neurons into discrete
pools begins soon after their exit from the cell cycle andDuring spinal cord development, motor neurons with
appears to occur in two phases. In one phase, motorcommon targets and afferent inputs cluster into dis-
neurons segregate by means of an “inside-out” migra-crete nuclei, termed motor pools. Motor pools can be
tion, during which prospective lateral LMC neurons mi-delineated by transcription factor expression, but cell
grate through neurons of the medial LMC to reach theirsurface proteins that distinguish motor pools in a sys-
final settling position (Hollyday and Hamburger, 1977;tematic manner have not been identified. We show
Sockanathan and Jessell, 1998). Superimposed on thisthat the developmentally regulated expression of type
program, motor neurons within both the medial and lat-II cadherins defines specific motor pools. Expression
eral subdivisions of the LMC segregate to form discreteof one type II cadherin, MN-cadherin, regulates the
pools (Lin et al., 1998).segregation of motor pools that are normally distin-
Many of the physiological features that characterizeguished by expression of this protein. Type II cadherins
motor pools arise during early spinal cord developmentare also expressed by proprioceptive sensory neu-
(Milner and Landmesser, 1999; Landmesser, 2001), im-rons, raising the possibility that cadherins regulate
plying molecular distinctions in motor pool identity. Dif-additional steps in the development of sensory-motor
ferent motor pools can be distinguished by their profilecircuits.
of expression of ETS and LIM homeodomain transcrip-
tion factors (Lin et al., 1998; Arber et al., 2000; J. LivetIntroduction
et al., submitted), and the expression of two of these
ETS genes, Er81 and PEA3, is matched in functionallyMany hundreds of neuronal cell types are generated
interconnected proprioceptive sensory and motor neu-during the development of the vertebrate central ner-
rons in the chick spinal cord (Lin et al., 1998). The mecha-vous system (CNS)—a diversity essential to the forma-
nisms that direct the segregation of motor neurons intotion of selective neuronal circuits. Soon after their gener-
specific pools, however, remain unknown. Severalation, neurons of a particular class segregate from those
classes of cell surface proteins, notably Trks, Ephrins,
of other classes—a process that is linked to their later
Eph kinases, and Neuropilins are expressed by subsets
patterns of connectivity. The organization of neurons in
of spinal motor neurons (Eberhart et al., 2000; Varela-
the developing CNS proceeds along two major schemes Echavarria et al., 1997; Iwamasa et al., 1999; Feng et
(Ramon y Cajal, 1894). In some regions of the CNS, such al., 2000), but these proteins have not been shown to
as the cerebral cortex and dorsal spinal cord, neurons segregate with specific motor pools in any systematic
are assembled into stratified layers, or laminae (Rexed, manner. Another family of vertebrate recognition mole-
1952; Rakic, 1972). However, the prevalent strategy of cules is the classic cadherins (Nollet et al., 2000), and
neuronal organization is based on nuclear subdivisions their potential involvement in defining motor pools is
(Ramon y Cajal, 1911): neurons with similar functions suggested by two observations. First, the differential
are clustered into discrete nuclei. Advances have been expression of classic cadherins demarcates distinct re-
made in defining the cellular and molecular basis of gions of the developing brain (Suzuki et al., 1997; Arndt
neuronal lamination (Ross and Walsh, 2001), but little et al., 1998; Yoon et al., 2000). More tellingly, a divergent
is known of the developmental mechanisms used to type I cadherin, T cadherin, is expressed by certain motor
segregate CNS neurons into discrete nuclei. pools in the developing chick spinal cord (Fredette and
The nuclear organization of neurons is prominent in Ranscht, 1994). Nevertheless, the contribution of cadh-
the ventral spinal cord. Functional subsets of motor neu- erins to the functional organization of neurons within
rons in the lateral motor column (LMC) are clustered the developing CNS has not been defined.
into small groups, termed motor pools. The existence We have explored the role of cadherins in the organi-
zation of neuronal nuclei through an analysis of the de-
velopment of motor pools in the chick spinal cord. We3 Correspondence: tmj1@columbia.edu
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find that the expression of classic type II cadherins de- cadherin genes distinguishes individual motor pools
within the lumbar LMC. At rostral lumbar levels, individ-fines specific motor pools and provide in vivo evidence
for their role in motor pool segregation. Type II cadherins ual motor pools are typically defined by the expression
of more than one cadherin gene, and no two motorare also expressed by subsets of proprioceptive neu-
rons, raising the possibility that these proteins have ad- pools exhibit an identical profile of cadherin expression
(Figure 1N).ditional roles in the formation of sensory-motor connec-
tions.
Developmental Regulation of Cadherin
Expression in Motor NeuronsResults
Motor pool segregation occurs between HH stages 24
and 29, and we therefore addressed when the pool-Expression of Type II Cadherins by Embryonic
Motor Neurons restricted patterns of cadherin expression become evi-
dent. Two contrasting developmental profiles of cadh-To identify cadherin genes expressed by developing
spinal motor neurons, we performed a degenerate PCR erin expression were detected in rostral lumbar LMC
motor neurons.screen on cDNA isolated from HH (Hamburger and Ham-
ilton, 1951) stage 35 chick spinal cord. We cloned 15 For one set of cadherins, MN-cad, cad-12, and cad-8,
expression appeared to be initiated in most or all LMCcadherin genes that were dispersed throughout the ma-
jor cadherin subfamilies (Nollet et al., 2000; see Supple- neurons at the time of their generation and was subse-
quently extinguished from subsets of neurons to pro-mentary Figure S1 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/
full/109/2/205/DC1). Analysis of the expression of these duce the mature pool-restricted pattern (Figures 2A–2C;
data not shown). Thus, at HH stage 21, soon after thecadherins in HH stage 35 spinal cord, a stage when
motor pool segregation approximates the mature state generation of postmitotic motor neurons, MN-cad ex-
pression was evident in most or all LMC motor neurons(Hollyday, 1980), showed that all 15 cadherins were ex-
pressed at detectable levels by spinal cord cells (Figure (Figure 2A). By HH stage 24, many LMC motor neurons
still expressed MN-cad, but laterally positioned motor1; data not shown). We focused on the type II cadherins,
since members of this subfamily were prominently ex- neurons had extinguished expression of the gene (Fig-
ure 2B), and by HH stage 27 only the more mediallypressed in subsets of motor neurons in the LMC, both
at forelimb and hindlimb levels (Figures 1E–1L; see Sup- located neurons within the LMC expressed detectable
levels of MN-cad (Figures 2C and 2J). The lateral, pre-plemental Figure S2; data not shown). Of the type I
cadherins analyzed, only the divergent member, T-cad, sumptive eF motor neurons expressed Er81 but no
longer expressed MN-cad (Figures 2C and 2I).was expressed by selected motor pools (Figure 1I; data
not shown; Fredette and Ranscht, 1994). To determine For a second set of cadherins, T-cad, cad-6b, and
cad-7, motor pool-specific gene expression was evidentwhether type II cadherins are expressed by specific mo-
tor pools within the LMC, we examined lumbosacral well after the exit of motor neurons from the cell cycle
(Figures 2D–2F; data not shown). The onset of expres-(LS) segments 1–3, levels of the spinal cord for which
detailed motor pool maps are available (Landmesser, sion of T-cad, cad-6b, and cad-7 expression by LMC
pools occurred only around HH stages 26–27 and was1978a, 1978b; Hollyday, 1980). In addition, we used the
motor pool-specific expression of Er81 and PEA3 (Lin restricted to a subset of LMC neurons (Figures 2D–2F
and 2J; data not shown). The temporal profile of expres-et al., 1998) as a molecular guide to pool identity (Figures
1A–1D and 1M). sion of these cadherins by LMC neurons appeared to
parallel the pool-specific profile of ETS gene expressionThe expression of each type II cadherin appeared to
conform to identified motor pools (Figures 1E–1L; data (Figures 2G–2J; data not shown; Lin et al., 1998). For
both programs, the restriction in cadherin expression tonot shown). The Adductor (A) pool expressed high levels
of MN-cad, T-cad, cad-6b, and cad-8 (Figures 1E and subsets of motor neurons appeared to coincide with the
segregation of motor neurons into discrete pools (Fig-1G–1J); the external Femorotibialis (eF) pool expressed
high levels of T-cad, cad-6b, and cad-8 (Figures 1H–1J); ure 2J).
The coincidence in expression of cadherin and ETSthe internal Femorotibialis (iF) pool selectively ex-
pressed cad-8 (Figure 1J); the Iliotrochanterici (ITR) pool genes by motor pools led us to examine whether there
is a functional link between the expression of ETS andexpressed cad-7 and cad-6b (Figures 1K and 1H) and
a low level of cad-8 (Figure 1J); the anterior Iliotibialis cadherin genes. The onset of expression of ETS genes
in motor pools is dependent on the limb target (Lin et(ITB) pool expressed cad-6b (Figure 1H) and a low level
of MN-cad (Figure 1G); the Hip-Retractor (HR) motor al., 1998), and we therefore examined whether the pool-
specific profile of classic cadherin expression is subjectpools expressed cad-8 and a low level of cad-12 (Figures
1J and 1L); and the Sartorius (S) motor pool selectively to a similar regulation. To assess this, the expression
of Er81, MN-cad, and T-cad was examined in embryosexpressed cad-10 (Figure 1F; data not shown). We also
performed dual color fluorescence in situ hybridization in which the hindlimb had been ablated unilaterally at
stage 18 (Lin et al., 1998).with probes for selected cadherin and ETS genes and
found coincident expression of Er81 and MN-cad in es- Analysis of operated embryos at stage 29 revealed
that the absence of Er81 expression in motor neuronssentially all A neurons (Supplemental Figures S2E–S2G
at http://www.cell .com/cgi/content/full /109/2/205/ on the side of the spinal cord lacking a limb bud (Figure
2K) was accompanied by the loss of a pool-specificDC1). Similar findings were made with cad-6b and cad-8
in A and eF neurons (data not shown). Thus, all motor pattern of MN-cad and T-cad expression (Figures 2L
and 2M). In contrast, analysis of MN-cad expression atneurons within a pool appear to express a given cadh-
erin. We conclude that a combinatorial profile of classic stage 24, prior to the pool-specific extinction of MN-cad
Cadherins and Motor Neuron Sorting
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Figure 1. Expression of Classic Cadherins in
HH Stage 35 Chick Spinal Cord
(A) ETS gene Er81 expression at LS2.
(B) Er81 and Isl1 expression defines three mo-
tor pools at LS2: A, Er81 Isl1; eF, Er81
Isl1; and HR, Er81 Isl1.
(C) PEA3 expression at LS2.
(D) Er81 and PEA3 expression A and eF, and
ITR/ITB pools.
(E) MN-cad expression at LS1.
(F) Cad-10 expression at LS1.
(G–L) Comparison of MN-cad, cad-6b T-cad,
cad-8, cad-7, and cad-12 expression at LS2.
Arrow in (K) indicates expression of cad-7 by
cells at the ventral root exit point.
(M) Expression of LIM-HD and ETS proteins
in motor pools at LS2 level.
(N) Cadherin expression in motor pools at
LS2. Cadherins indicated in brackets are ex-
pressed at low levels.
The scale bar equals 150 m.
expression, revealed similar levels of MN-cad expres- pools because at rostral lumbar levels these are the
only two motor pools that can be distinguished by thesion on the operated and control sides of the spinal
cord (Figure 2N). These findings indicate that the pool- expression of a single cadherin: MN-cad is expressed
by A but not by eF neurons (Figures 1E, 1G, and 1N). Ifspecific profile of classic cadherin expression depends
on peripheral signals. To examine whether cadherin ex- the differential expression of MN-cad contributes to the
segregation of eF and A motor neurons, we reasonedpression in motor neurons is regulated by ETS genes,
we ectopically expressed Er81 by electroporation in that the expression of MN-cad in eF neurons and/or the
elimination of MN-cad activity from A neurons might bestage 16 chick spinal cord and analyzed the resulting
pattern of MN-cad expression at stage 29. Misexpres- expected to perturb the normal segregation of these two
motor pools. MN-cad expression becomes restricted tosion of Er81 resulted in ectopic expression of MN-cad
within the ventral spinal cord, both at hindlimb and tho- subsets of LMC neurons after stage 24, and thus, ec-
racic levels (see Supplementary Figures S3A–S3C at topic expression of MN-cad is likely to perturb the nor-
http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/109/2/205/DC1). mal pattern of MN-cad expression only from this stage
Together, these findings support the idea that cadherin onward. Moreover, since the eF pool resides within the
expression in motor pools is regulated by ETS proteins. lateral LMC and the A pool within the medial LMC, a
perturbation in motor pool segregation by ectopic ex-
pression of MN-cad is likely to reflect interactions be-MN-cad Expression Regulates Motor
tween eF and A neurons during the inside-out phase ofPool Segregation
neuronal migration.To test the possibility that the differential expression of
We used in ovo electroporation to express threetype II cadherins is involved in the segregation of LMC
neurons into pools, we focused on the eF and A motor cadherins—MN-cad, E-cad, and Cad-6b—in mosaic
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Figure 2. Developmental Regulation of
Cadherin Expression in LMC Neurons
(A–C) MN-cad expression at LS2.
(D–F) T-cad expression at LS2.
(G–I) Er81 expression at LS2.
(J) MN-cad and T-cad expression in the eF
motor pool.
(K–M) Er81, MN-cad, and T-cad expression
at LS1 in stage 29 embryos, after unilateral
(left side) ablation of limb bud at HH stage
18. Similar findings were obtained in five em-
bryos.
(N) Motor neuron expression of MN-cad at
HH stage 24 is not affected by unilateral (left
side) ablation of the limb bud at HH stage 18.
The scale bar equals 75 m in (A) and (G),
100 m in (B), (D), (H), and (N), and 150 m
in (C), (F), (I), and (K–M)
fashion in motor neurons located at rostral lumbar levels Ectopic expression of MN-cad did not alter the posi-
tion or integrity of the LMC itself but did result in aof the spinal cord, and we examined the impact on
motor pool segregation (Figure 3A). Chick embryos were marked increase in the extent of intermixing of eF and
A neurons within the LMC (Figures 4A and 4B). Afterelectroporated unilaterally at HH stages 15–18 and ana-
lyzed at HH stages 29–30, at which time motor pool MN-cad misexpression, A neurons were found in ec-
topic lateral positions, and conversely eF neurons weresegregation is essentially complete (Figure 2J; Lin et al.,
1998). Expression was analyzed with antibodies di- found in ectopic medial positions (Figure 4B). To quan-
tify this effect, we devised an index of neuronal mixing.rected against native cadherin proteins or through the
use of cad-GFP fusions (Figures 3B–3E). Electroporation Individual motor neurons were assigned to specific mo-
tor pools on the basis of Er81 and Isl1 expression, andresulted in high levels of expression of MN-cad, E-cad,
and Cad-6b on the cell bodies, dendrites, and axons the pool identity of each of the five motor neurons that
were located adjacent to the motor neuron under studyof motor neurons (Figures 3B–3E; data not shown). In
functional experiments, we expressed cadherin cDNAs was scored. This index permits an analysis of the spatial
relationship between two motor neuron subtypes thatin a bicistronic vector, from which nuclear-targeted LacZ
was also expressed, permitting the identification of neu- is independent of the medio-lateral position of these
neurons, and thus provides a quantitative measure ofrons that expressed cadherins. Our analysis was re-
stricted to embryos in which over 30% of LMC neurons the segregation of the two neuronal populations.
In control spinal cord analyzed at stage 29, eF neuronsexpressed cadherins (mean incidence of ectopic MN-cad
expression in LMC neurons was 46%; assessed by LacZ were surrounded almost exclusively by other eF neurons
(Figure 4A), resulting in a neuronal mixing index that isexpression; n  18 embryos).
The consequence of cadherin expression on eF and dominated by zero scores (Figure 4E). After MN-cad
expression, eF neurons were sometimes surrounded byA motor pool segregation was assessed by analysis of
Isl1 and Er81 expression, and in all instances the identity two to three A neurons (Figures 4B, 4C, and 4E), a situa-
tion rarely, if ever, encountered on the control side ofof individual neurons expressing ectopic cadherins was
determined by LacZ expression, using triple-label immu- the spinal cord (Figure 4E), and the mixing of eF and A
neurons was highly significant (2: p  0.001; Figure 4E;nocytochemistry (Figures 4A–4C). We first examined
whether ectopic expression of MN-cad altered the spec- data not shown). In addition, the degree of intermixing
of A and eF neurons was strictly dependent on the statusification of motor pool identity, as assessed by the num-
ber of Er81, Isl1 A and Er81, Isl1 eF neurons present of MN-cad expression by eF neurons. All eF neurons
that intermixed with A neurons expressed MN-cad,at rostral lumbar levels of HH stage 30 spinal cord. Ec-
topic expression of MN-cad did not change the total whereas eF neurons that lacked MN-cad expression
showed no increase in intermixing with A neurons overnumber of A or eF motor neurons (control side, 292 A
neurons and 307 eF neurons at LS1/LS2 levels; electro- controls (2: p  0.05; Figure 4F). Thus, expression of
MN-cad in eF neurons promotes their intermixing withporated side, 314 A neurons and 304 eF neurons at LS1/
LS2 levels; mean values from five embryos 2 : p  0.5, A neurons in a cell-autonomous manner.
Since electroporation directed mosaic MN-cad ex-1 df). Thus, the profile of ETS protein expression in these
two motor pools appears not to be affected by MN-cad pression in all LMC motor pools, two populations of A
neurons were generated in these experiments: nonelec-expression. This finding permitted us to examine the
influence of MN-cad misexpression on the segregation troporated A neurons that exhibited wild-type levels of
MN-cad and electroporated A neurons that presumablyof A and eF motor neurons through an analysis of Er81
and Isl1 expression. had elevated levels of MN-cad expression (Figure 4G).
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whether a reduction in MN-cad function in A neurons
might similarly promote their intermixing. Truncated
forms of classical cadherins that lack carboxy-terminal
regions of their cytoplasmic domain have been shown
to function in vivo in a dominant-negative manner, selec-
tively blocking the function of their cognate cadherins
(Levine et al., 1994; Ozawa and Kemler, 1998). A trun-
cated version of MN-cad, termed MN-cad, which lacks
114 residues at its carboxyl terminus but retains the
membrane-proximal cytoplasmic domain, was ex-
pressed in the developing spinal cord. Since MN-cad
appears initially to be expressed by all postmitotic motor
neurons (Figures 2A and 2J), the expression ofMN-cad
could, in principle, perturb the normal profile of MN-cad
expression in A neurons as soon as they have left the
cell cycle.
The expression of MN-cad in A neurons promoted
their mixing with eF neurons (Figures 5A–5E). In contrast,
A neurons that lacked MN-cad expression did not mix
with eF neurons (Figure 5F). The degree of intermixing
of MN-cad-electroporated A neurons with eF neurons
was comparable to that obtained by electroporation of
MN-cad within eF neurons (compare Figures 4E and
5E). As predicted, analysis of the position of eF neurons
after MN-cad expression revealed a significant mixing
with A neurons, but the intermixed eF neurons were
comprised of those that expressed and lackedMN-cad
at equal incidence (data not shown). Together, these
findings provide evidence that the mixing of neurons
in the A and eF motor pools can be elicited either by
expression of MN-cad in eF neurons or by expression
of MN-cad in A neurons.
As a control for the specificity of action of MN-cad,
we expressed a version of MN-cad that lacks the entire
extracellular domain but retains the transmembrane and
cytoplasmic domains (EC-MN-cad). With other classic
cadherins, deletion of the extracellular domain has been
Figure 3. Mosaic Expression of Cadherin Transgenes in LMC shown to generate proteins that inhibit the function of
Neurons
multiple cadherins (Kintner, 1992; Fujimori and Takeichi,
(A) Strategy for expression of cadherins by in ovo electroporation.
1993). Expression of EC-MN-cad did not result in the(B–E) Ectopic expression of an MN-cad-GFP fusion (B and C), E-cad
intermixing of neurons in the A and eF pools (see Supple-(D), and cad-6b (E) results in labeling of axons, somata, and den-
mental Figures S4C and S4D at http://www.cell.com/drites of spinal cord neurons. The level of ectopic cad-6b expression
(E) is5- to 10-fold that of endogenous cad-6b expression in motor cgi/content/full/109/2/205/DC1) but did result in an ap-
neurons. parent disruption of the segregation of motor columns.
Scale bar equals 150 m. Motor neurons with a median motor column (MMC) iden-
tity were found interspersed with LMC neurons (Supple-
mental Figure S4E). A similar intermixing of MMC and
We examined whether the intermixing of A and eF neu- LMC neurons was not observed after expression of
rons varied according to the status of MN-cad expres- MN-cad or MN-cad (data not shown). These findings
sion in A neurons. As predicted, this analysis revealed provide evidence for the specificity ofMN-cad function
that A neurons were intermixed with eF neurons, but and also raise the possibility that certain classic cadh-
there was no significant difference in the extent to which erins function in the segregation of motor neurons into
electroporated and nonelectroporated A neurons mixed columns as well as pools.
with eF neurons (2: p  0.05; comparison of data in
Figures 4H and 4I). We also observed that after MN-cad
Selectivity of Motor Pool Mixing
misexpression, Isl1 Er81 HR neurons (green neurons
after MN-cad Expression
in Figure 4B) were interspersed within A neurons, a find-
As a further test of the specificity of MN-cad in eliciting
ing that we return to in more detail below.
A and eF pool mixing, we examined the actions of two
other classic cadherins, E-cad and cad-6b. Between
HH stages 24 and 30, E-cad is not expressed by LMCExpression of a Truncated MN-cad Isoform in A
Neurons Promotes Intermixing with eF Neurons neurons (data not shown), and cad-6b comes to be
expressed in both A and eF neurons (Figures 1H and 1N).Since ectopic MN-cad expression in eF neurons pro-
motes their intermixing with A neurons, we considered Thus, ectopic expression of either of these cadherins is
Cell
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Figure 4. Misexpression of MN-cad in eF Neurons Promotes Mixing with A Neurons
(A) eF and A neurons are segregated on the control side of the spinal cord.
(B) After misexpression of MN-cad, eF neurons are found in ectopic medial positions, and A neurons are found in ectopic lateral positions.
(C) Neuronal MN-cad expression, assessed by LacZ expression.
(D) Diagram indicating that expression of MN-cad generates a mosaic of electroporated and wild-type eF neurons.
(E) eF neurons that express MN-cad mix with A neurons (n  450 neurons in each class from nine embryos; 2 , p  0.001). The histogram
plots the incidence with which eF neurons are surrounded by A neurons, indicated as neuronal mixing index.
(F) eF neurons that do not express MN-cad remain laterally positioned and segregated from A neurons (n  500 neurons in each class from
nine embryos; 2 , p  0.05). Data in (E) and (F) indicate that eF neurons that express MN-cad are segregated from nonelectroporated eF
neurons.
(G) Expression of MN-cad generates a mosaic of electroporated and wild-type A neurons.
(H and I) Both electroporated and wild-type A neurons mix with electroporated eF neurons (nine embryos, comparison of [H] and [I]; 2 , p 
0.05).
Scale bar equals 60 m.
not predicted to equate the profile of cadherin expres- MN-cad misexpression on the segregation of eF neu-
rons from neurons in the ITR/ITB motor pools, two later-sion of eF and A neurons (Figure 1N). Misexpression of
ally positioned pools adjacent to the eF pool that ex-E-cad did not promote intermixing of A and eF neurons
press PEA3 (Figures 7A and 7B; Lin et al. 1998). Ectopic(2: p  0.05; Figures 6A–6C). Similarly, ectopic expres-
expression of MN-cad or MN-cad in eF and ITR/ITBsion of cad-6b did not influence the segregation of A
neurons did not perturb the segregation of these twoand eF motor pools (2: p  0.05; Figures 6D–6F). Thus,
motor pools (Figures 7C–7E; data not shown). Thus,the regulation of A and eF motor pool mixing by MN-cad
there is selectivity in the desegregation of LMC motoris not mimicked by two other classic cadherins, despite
pools elicited by MN-cad misexpression.their high-level expression by motor neurons (Figures
As noted above, we also examined the segregation3D and 3E).
of A neurons from Er81, Isl1 neurons in the HR pool,
a motor pool complex that normally forms ventral to A
Specificity of Motor Pool Desegregation after neurons and expresses cad-8 and cad-12 (Figure 1N).
MN-cad and MN-cad Misexpression After MN-cad expression, a significant intermixing of A
We also examined the influence of MN-cad and and HR neurons was detected (Figures 4B and 7H). The
MN-cad on the segregation of eF or A neurons from intermixing of HR and A neurons, however, occurred
neurons in other motor pools present at the LS1-LS3 independent of the status of MN-cad expression by HR
level—pools that would not be predicted to acquire neurons. Thus, nonelectroporated as well as electropor-
equivalent cadherin profiles by manipulation of expres- ated HR neurons showed increased mixing with A neu-
rons (Figures 7I and 7J). In contrast, expression ofsion of MN-cad alone. We first assayed the effect of
Cadherins and Motor Neuron Sorting
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Figure 5. Expression of MN-cad Impairs the Segregation of A and eF Neurons
(A) Segregation of A and eF neurons on the control side of the spinal cord.
(B) After misexpression of MN-cad, eF neurons are found in ectopic medial positions, and A neurons are found in ectopic lateral positions.
(C) LacZ expression indicates MN-cad electroporated neurons.
(D) Analysis of A-eF neuronal mixing after MN-cad misexpression.
(E) A neurons that express MN-cad are impaired in their ability to segregate from eF neurons (n  200 neurons in each class from five
embryos; 2 , p  0.001).
(F) A neurons that do not express MN-cad segregate normally from eF neurons. (n  200 neurons in each class from five embryos; 2, p 
0.05).
Scale bar equals 60 m.
MN-cad did not result in a similar increase in the mixing dorsal root ganglion (DRG). At HH stage 36, a time at
which monosynaptic sensory-motor connections haveof neurons in the HR and A pools (Figure 5B; data not
shown). Furthermore, expression of cad-6b did not pro- just been established (Lee et al., 1988; Davis et al., 1989),
subsets of DRG neurons expressed cad-8, cad-12, cad-mote the intermixing of HR and A neurons (Figure 6E;
data not shown). Thus, the influence of MN-cad on HR 6b, and MN-cad and, in addition, T-cad (Figures 8C–8H).
At this developmental stage, proprioceptive sensoryand A mixing is not simply a general response to ectopic
cadherin expression. Taken together, these findings re- neurons are located in a lateral domain of the DRG and
can be identified by expression of Er81 and PEA3 (Fig-veal a largely selective perturbation of motor pool sort-
ing after manipulation of MN-cad expression. ures 8A and 8B; Lin et al., 1998). We found that DRG
neurons that expressed cad-8, T-cad, cad-12, cad-6b,
and MN-cad were concentrated in the ventrolateral re-Expression of Classic Cadherins
by Proprioceptive Sensory Neurons gion of the DRG, coincident with the domain of PEA3
and Er81 expression (Figures 8A–8G; data not shown;We observed that type II cadherins are also expressed
by proprioceptive sensory neurons in the embryonic Lin et al., 1998). Of the total population of rostral lumbar
Figure 6. E-cad and cad-6b Do Not Promote
the Mixing of A-eF Neurons
(A) Ectopic E-cad expression in LMC
neurons.
(B) A and eF neurons segregate normally after
E-cad misexpression.
(C) Quantitation of A and eF neuronal segre-
gation after E-cad misexpression (2, p 
0.05; n 150 neurons in each class from four
embryos).
(D) Ectopic cad-6b expression. Electropor-
ated neurons are marked by LacZ expression.
(E) A and eF neurons segregate normally after
cad-6b misexpression.
(F) Quantitation of A and eF neuron segrega-
tion after cad-6b misexpression (2, p 0.05;
n  200 neurons in each class from five em-
bryos).
Scale bar equals 60 m.
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Figure 7. Selectivity of Motor Pool Sorting
after MN-cad Expression
(A–E) The lateral ITR/ITB pool (labeled I) seg-
regates from eF neurons after MN-cad ex-
pression.
(A) Analysis of eF-I neuron mixing after
MN-cad expression.
(B) PEA3 I neurons are found lateral to eF
neurons on the control side of the spinal cord.
(C) I neurons are in a normal position after
MN-cad expression.
(D) MN-cad expression in I neurons, detected
by Lac-Z expression.
(E) Quantitation of eF-I mixing after MN-cad
expression (n 70 neurons in each class from
three embryos; 2 , p  0.9; in order to detect
a significant difference, 4000 neurons from
each class would have to be counted).
(F) Analysis of HR-A neuron sorting after
MN-cad expression.
(G) Normal segregation of A and HR neurons.
(H) Mixing of A and HR neurons after MN-cad
expression.
(I and J) Both electroporated and wild-type
HR neurons mix with A neurons after MN-cad
expression. (n  200 neurons in each class
from five embryos; 2, p  0.001).
Scale bar equals 60 m.
level proprioceptive neurons, defined by the sum of Er81 S motor neurons express neither MN-cad nor T-cad, and
we found that only 19% of S DRG neurons expressedand PEA3 expression (see Lin et al., 1998), 22% ex-
pressed cad-8, 21% expressed cad-12, 18% expressed MN-cad and only 29% expressed T-cad (Figures 8I, 8J,
and 8O). A 2 analysis of pair-wise muscle combinationscad-6b, 15% expressed T-cad, and 13% expressed
MN-cad (Figure 8). for each cadherin indicates that the sensory expression
of cadherins is significantly correlated with motor neu-The expression of Er81 and PEA3 is linked in proprio-
ceptive sensory and motor neurons that supply the same ron expression of the same cadherin (p  0.01; correla-
tion coefficient R  0.91).muscle (Lin et al., 1998), prompting us to examine
whether there might be a similar linkage in cadherin
expression. To test this, we injected HRP into identified Discussion
muscles in the hindlimb of HH stage 35 or 36 chick
embryos and examined cadherin mRNA or protein ex- The segregation of spinal motor neurons into discrete
motor pools typifies the nuclear organization of neuronalpression in HRP-labeled proprioceptive neurons. This
analysis focused on the profile of MN-cad and T-cad cell groups evident throughout the vertebrate CNS. Type
II cadherins are differentially expressed by neurons inexpression in DRG neurons that innervated A, F, and S
muscles, since the motor neurons that supply these specific motor pools over the period of motor pool sort-
ing. Perturbation of the expression of one type II cadh-muscles differ in their profile of expression of these two
cadherins (Figure 1N). We detected a significant, albeit erin, MN-cad, impairs the normal program of segre-
gation of motor pools that differ selectively in theimperfect, correlation in cadherin expression by proprio-
ceptive sensory and motor neurons that supplied the expression of this gene. We consider the implication of
these findings to the contribution of cadherin-mediatedsame muscle target. A motor neurons express both
MN-cad and T-cad, and we found that 62% of A DRG recognition to nuclear organization within the devel-
oping CNS.neurons expressed MN-cad and 93% expressed T-cad
(Figures 8K, 8L, and 8O). eF motor neurons express
T-cad but not MN-cad, and we found that 62% of the A Role for Cadherins in Neuronal Segregation
Classic cadherins are a large class of vertebrate celltotal population of F DRG neurons expressed T-cad,
whereas only 29% expressed MN-cad (Figures 8M–8O). surface proteins and have been implicated in cell adhe-
Cadherins and Motor Neuron Sorting
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(Suzuki et al., 1997). Studies on cad-6b and cad-7 have
invoked a role for these type II cadherins in the delamina-
tion of neural crest cells from the dorsal neural tube and
in the establishment of compartment boundaries in the
early forebrain (Inoue et al., 2001; Nakagawa and Take-
ichi, 1998). In the Drosophila and vertebrate visual sys-
tems, the type I cadherin, N-cad, has been implicated
in the targeting of retinal axons (Lee et al., 2001; Inoue
and Sanes, 1997). In addition, type I cadherins have been
localized to synaptic sites in the mature CNS (Uchida et
al., 1996).
A role for type II cadherins in the segregation of CNS
neurons into discrete nuclei is supported by two sets
of observations. First, the combinatorial profile of type
II cadherin expression delineates neurons within a func-
tional motor pool in the developing spinal cord. Second,
for motor pools that differ by expression of a single
cadherin, changing their profile of cadherin expression
to one in which both pools are predicted to express
the same combination markedly impairs their normal
program of segregation (see Supplemental Figure S5 at
http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/109/2/205/DC1).
The activity of cadherins revealed by these findings
raises three specific issues. First, what is the contribu-
tion of cadherin-based recognition to the normal se-
gregation of neurons during motor pool development?
Second, how selective are type II cadherin-mediated
interactions between developing motor neurons? Third,
what steps in motor pool formation are regulated by
differential type II cadherin expression?
The Contribution of MN-cad to eF
and A Pool Mixing
The known profile of type II cadherin expression by A
and eF motor neurons differs solely in the expression
of MN-cad. Expression of MN-cad in eF neurons, or
MN-cad in A neurons, results in an intermixing of the
neurons that populate these two motor pools (see Sup-
plemental Figure S5 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/
Figure 8. Expression of Classic Cadherins in Proprioceptive Sen- full/109/2/205/DC1). Yet the mixing of eF and A neurons
sory Neurons is incomplete after both of these manipulations—a find-
(A and B) Expression of ER81 and PEA3 in DRG at LS1-LS3 in HH ing that has several possible explanations. First, fewer
stage 36 embryos. than half of the motor neurons within a pool ectopically
(C–H) Cadherin expression in DRG at LS1-LS3 in HH stage 36 em-
express transgenic cadherins, and thus some electro-bryos.
porated eF neurons may simply not come into proximity(I–O) Expression of MN-cad and T-cad in proprioceptive DRG neu-
with A neurons. Second, the levels of cell surfacerons, defined by retrograde transport of HRP from specific muscles.
The cadherin expression status of corresponding motor neurons is MN-cad expression achieved after misexpression of
indicated under each panel. MN-cad or MN-cad may vary between neurons within
(I) MN-cad is largely excluded from sensory neurons that project to an individual motor pool, with the consequence that a
the F muscle. significant change in the level of functional MN-cad may
(J) T-cad is expressed in eF sensory neurons.
be achieved in only a fraction of electroporated neurons.(K and L) MN-cad (K) and T-cad (L) label A proprioceptive sensory
Third, the subtype diversity of motor neurons known toneurons.
exist within an individual pool—	 and 
 (Eccles and(M and N) MN-cad (M) and T-cad (N) expression is largely excluded
from S sensory neurons. Sherrington, 1930) and fast and slow (Rafuse et al.,
(O) Quantitation of proprioceptive sensory neuron expression of 1996)—may limit the actions of ectopic MN-cad to a
MN-cad and T-cad. 2 analysis indicates that sensory neuron ex- subset of neurons within a pool. Finally, additional cadh-
pression of MN-cad and T-cad is positively correlated with motor erin genes could distinguish eF and A neurons, with the
neuron expression. (For each muscle, 100 HRP-labeled neurons
consequence that manipulation of MN-cad expressionwere counted in 5 embryos, p  0.01; correlation coefficient of
does not completely equate their profile of cadherinregression analysis R  0.91.)
expression.Scale bar equals 150 m in (A–H) and 200 m in (I–N).
The Selectivity of Cadherin-Mediated Pool Mixing
The actions of MN-cad on eF and A mixing are not
sion and recognition in many tissue types (Shapiro and mimicked by two other classic cadherins, E-cad and
Colman, 1998; Luo et al., 2001). Cadherins exhibit re- cad-6b. Thus, the desegregation of eF and A motor
gional patterns of expression in the developing brain, neurons cannot simply be accounted for by a nonspe-
cific elevation of cadherin expression on motor neurons.notably in the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and thalamus
Cell
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Moreover, manipulation of MN-cad expression does not emerges after stage 24 is relevant to the segregation of
neurons in these two motor pools.promote the intermixing of eF neurons with other motor
pools that exhibit additional distinctions in cadherin ex- The formation of motor pools depends not only on
the early segregation of the lateral and medial subdivi-pression profile, notably the ITR/ITB pools (see Supple-
mental Figure S5 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/ sions of the LMC, but also on the subsequent segrega-
tion of neurons within each of these subdivisions (Linfull/109/2/205/DC1). Nevertheless, predictions based on
the known profile of cadherin expression by LMC neu- et al., 1998). Our studies have focused on the function
of MN-cad, a protein that appears to perturb the segre-rons do not readily explain the intermixing of HR and A
neurons observed after MN-cad expression (see Sup- gation of motor neurons during the inside-out phase of
migration, but the differential expression of other typeplemental Figure S5). The mixing of HR and A neurons
is unlikely to be a secondary consequence of A and eF II cadherins clearly distinguishes each of the motor
pools that form within the medial and lateral subdivisionsmixing, since HR and A neuron mixing does not occur
after a similar disruption of eF-A neuron segregation by of the LMC. Cadherins are therefore plausible mediators
of the secondary phase of motor pool segregation.MN-cad expression. The aberrant mixing of electropor-
ated HR and A neurons could mean that MN-cad expres-
sion in HR neurons results in a cell surface cadherin Correlated Expression of Type II Cadherins
profile that, although distinct from A neurons, still pro- by Proprioceptive Sensory and Motor Neurons
motes interactions between these two neuronal classes. Several findings suggest that the expression of type II
Since heterophilic interactions have been demonstrated cadherins and ETS genes in motor pools is linked. First,
in vitro between classic cadherins (Shimoyama et al., both ETS and cadherin expression in motor pools is
2000; Shan et al., 2000), MN-cad expressed on HR neu- dependent of limb-derived signals. Second, ectopic ex-
rons could interact with other type II cadherins ex- pression of Er81 results in the deregulation of MN-cad
pressed on A neurons, thus promoting their intermixing. expression in the chick spinal cord. Third, the analysis
However, this scenario fails to explain the mixing of of PEA3 mutant mice indicates that the expression of
nonelectroporated HR neurons with A neurons. An alter- type II cadherins in specific motor pools within the LMC
native, and perhaps more likely, possibility is that HR is regulated by this ETS gene (J. Livet et al., submitted).
neurons that express MN-cad acquire the ability to mix Nevertheless, the functional link between ETS and cadh-
with both A neurons and nonelectroporated HR neurons erin gene expression in motor neurons is not simple.
such that the resultant dispersal of electroporated HR The multiple type II cadherin genes expressed by motor
neurons leads to a secondary mixing of A and nonelec- neurons define many more motor pools than are re-
troporated HR neurons. vealed by PEA3 and Er81 (Lin et al., 1998). Secondly,
More generally, our findings emphasize the fact that the early and widespread expression of MN-cad, cad-8,
the molecular basis of cadherin-mediated recognition and cad-12 by developing LMC neurons indicates that
has traditionally been considered under conditions of the known ETS genes are not involved in the initial onset
interaction between single cadherins (Steinberg and Ta- of expression of these cadherins. Physiological studies
keichi, 1993). Our results reveal that developing CNS have suggested that motor neurons in the LMC acquire
neurons typically express more than one, and in some an initial pool identity prior to the segregated expression
cases as many as four, classic cadherins. The rules of of ETS or cadherin genes (Milner and Landmesser,
cadherin-based interaction under these more complex, 1999). Defining the molecular basis of this early phase
but perhaps more developmentally relevant, conditions of motor pool specification may clarify the link between
remain to be delineated. ETS and cadherin gene expression in developing LMC
The Cellular Basis of Cadherin Action during neurons.
Motor Pool Formation The expression of Er81 and PEA3 is linked in intercon-
How does the differential expression of MN-cad influ- nected proprioceptive sensory and motor neurons (Lin
ence the segregation of eF and A neurons? The down- et al., 1998). The present studies reveal a significant
regulation of MN-cad expression by eF neurons is evi- correlation in type II cadherin expression in propriocep-
dent from stage 24 onward. At this stage, eF neurons, tive sensory and motor neurons that project to the same
as other lateral LMC neurons, are beginning to migrate target muscle. A matching in cadherin expression on
past A neurons to reach their lateral setting position the axons of proprioceptive sensory neurons and on the
(Tsuchida et al., 1994; Sockanathan and Jessell, 1998). dendrites of motor neurons could provide a basis for
Thus, the early downregulation of MN-cad expression the selectivity with which monosynaptic connections
by eF neurons may ensure that they do not interact are formed in this neuronal circuit (Frank et al., 1988).
with A neurons during the inside-out phase of neuronal
migration. In this view, a reduction in MN-cad activity Motor Pool Formation and the Nuclear
in A neurons or expression of MN-cad by eF neurons Organization of CNS Neurons
would result in an aberrant interaction between these The organization of neuronal subtypes in the CNS is
two sets of motor neurons, perturbing their segregation. based in large part on the segregation of neurons into
We note that the degree of intermixing of eF and A discrete nuclei. Since the formation of motor pools cap-
neurons achieved by perturbing the cadherin profile of tures many of the essential features of neuronal nuclear
A neurons at early stages (through MN-cad expres- organization, the role of cadherin function in motor pool
sion) and of eF neurons at later stages (through MN-cad segregation demonstrated in this study suggests a more
expression) appear similar. This finding implies that widespread role for cadherins in the organization of neu-
ronal nuclei in the developing CNS. The patterns ofthe distinction in profile of cadherin expression that
Cadherins and Motor Neuron Sorting
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